**Aristo 1200 Contactor**

If you are using a digital or solid state timer, check the manufacturers specifications to see if your model is compatible and can handle the inductive load of a cold light head.

If you are uncertain, a 1200-Contactor can be purchased from Aristo to protect your timer. The 1200-Contactor is a solid state booster and switching unit designed to isolate Aristo’s cold light heads from digital and solid state times that can not properly handle inductive loads created by the transformer.

This unit measures approximately 5.25" L x 3.0" W x 1.75" H. It has two cords with plugs: one goes into the timer and one goes directly to 110Vac outlet. The 1200-CONTACTOR increases the power handling capabilities of any timer to 1200 Watts inductive load. Aristo light will work with all mechanical timers.

**Caution:**

*Instructions are for guidance only. Aristo/Voltarc will not be responsible for any damage to lamp or lamp housing for items improperly installed.*